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ASUNM Election Wedn••..
day, April 7 .. PoU work•r•

DAILY

nettded.

Monday, April 5, 1976

•

The Bicentennial:
Dissent Is Not
A Dirty Word
Commentary by Stuart Novins
Contrary to certain pernicious rumors, it is not true that I was present at
the signing of the Declaration of Independence and the framing· of the
Constitution. Such calumnies are the spawnings of subversives and the
innuendoes of outside agitators. It does startle me to realize that the span
of my lifetime has coincided with at least one q u~~rter of the lifetime of the
Republic.
It is reassuring and perhaps instructive, however, to reckon that all of
the six thousand years of recorded history encompasses the successive
lifetimes of only 100 people, each 60 years old. As an unsung chronicler of
modern sociology has suggested, "We've come a long way, baby."
The observance of a birthday is a time for celebration; it is also a
reminder of mortality. Perhaps, on the 200th birthday (the nation's, not
mine) it inight be useful to explore what the past has taught some of us
about the future.
If the Bicentennial says anything,
this is what it says: dissent is not a
dirty word, The history of mankind
When they built lndep•nd· _is a recor~ .'?f conli!!!JO~s dissent.
·ence H•ll. St•rt Novln•
Foundang Fathers dassented and
h•nded th'.m the ,.,,.,. in ~o doing _they spelled out the
·He h•• been • newa tepotter b,asac underlyang philosophy of ~ur
government . .All power, they saad,
•lnce the 193D•, ••• • for- resides with the people. The people
elgn t:one•pondent ,.,
may lend a portion of their power
New• •nd I• now '!
to a government, when such an
•or In the UNM Jou,.ll•m action provides for the common
Dflllt.
benefit, but the power is not given
irrevocably and it may be withdrawn whenever the people wish to
.
. .
_withdraw it.
_
Even though they were armed with that basic understanding, the people
.wisely went a step further; they insisted. on the adoption of the Bill or
Rights which ~rected speccific barricades against possible misuse by the
government or the powers which the people had loaned.
The contract, explicitly stated in the Declaration and the Preamble, is
.the delicate balan~ between dictatorship and anarchy. It implies that
democracy is. not a static product but a continouous process. This concept
emphasizes the truisms that the price or liberty is eternal vigilance, and
that people get the kinds or government they deserve.
Certainly, democracy is untidy. Certainly, the majority is not always
right. Certainly, the marketplace or ideas is not always within the reach of
all citizens. Certainly, as Benjamin Franklin warned in 1787, "Where the
majority is united by a common interest or passion, the rights or the .
minority are in danger." And, certainly, James Madison was not chasing
ghosts when he advised, although with peat restraint, "The truth is that
all men having power ought to be distrusted to a certain depee." His was
an admonition we might have heeded more diligently than we did during
iecent presidential administrations.
The present decade has, indeed, brought distrust. That distrust does·not
represent a sickness; 1t represents opportunity. "Growing up in American"
means growing up WITH .Ameica. It means the need for constant
challenge and close scrutiny, by each of us,. ofthose ag~nts whom we have
selected to be our employes.
·
(That distrust, incidentally, is not the exclusive luxury of this college
generation; it has been the constant concern of many of us who may now
be on the downward slope. As it has been with sex, you didn't invent it;
. . . ·. . . ·
you are merely discovering it.). .
. There. are, indeect, many things. wrong with our country, but what is
above all right with it, is that We have the power to change what we don't
iike, and ... as the Declaration of Independence which we celebrate this
year reminds us··WE have the power to change the government itself. The
people are 'sovereign. The government is the servant or the people.
The guarantees that were written into the Constitution epitomize one of
the greatest docum~nts w~tten .by the .h~nd. of man, but even t~ose
guarantees are meanangless ar we ar~ unwJihng to protect them. Our nghts
are useless if we are unwilling to exercise them.
...
Dissent does not mean opposition for the sake of opposition. To be
effective dis~nt must be informed. I would like to think that one of the
function; of educatioa is the development of informed dissent. It is a
precious· commodity without which . democracy . cannot . endure, for
societies like humans, sutTer from a terminal illness called-"life,,. . ' .
1 grew up in America, too. It was in Boston that I_ first committe~ ,the
crime of journalism and there ~hat .I p~rp~trated .my . first pohtacal
interview. Governor Alfred E.'Smath of New York was to make·a speech.
at the old Boston Arena. I was sent to his hotel, prior to the speech, to
interview him. The govemor, always aenerous to the pre._, agreed tosee
rnt but his only available time was while he was takinaa bath.
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!:a Great Grandpa Liked Fran,klin D. Roosevelt
<"•

By .hm Bowm11n
~ Be was the first man I ever met
....;, who chewed tobacco.
j In his 80's, he was raised in
o Corbin, Kentucky--on equal doses
.§ or hand rolled cigarettes and the
,. church--and he had lived there
~ since, When I met him, he had
h given up both smoking and the
church, But Ma.il Pouch and piety
N' were still crucial to his life,
u
This man, who was a small farmer by tradt: .and a polilical export
by
habit,
was
my greatgrandfather. He prided himself on
the fact his family had come to
Kentucky with Daniel Boone (or so
he said). Be was proud of a Jot of
other things as well, and J don't
think he fully understood the
curiosity and fear going through
the mind of a nine-year-old who
was meeting him for the first and
last time.
· I was a city boy and naive about
the ways of the country. I couldn't
imagine a house without a TV,
without air conditioning, a house in
which I would sleep in a cot next to
a dignified, but dying, man.
My great-grandfather was not
totally out of touch--he had a beat
up radio he listened to while rocking on his front porch. He also hnd
n fast mind nnd a tongue to match,
Politics and the past were his favorite subjects.
I can still vividly recall the
discussions he nnd my fnther had
on the front porch. My father, you
sec, is an independent, but he has a
tendency to defend the Republican
party. My great-grandfather was nn
independent, too--but he never met
a Republican he liked,
Being gentlemen and related to
boot, the two of them confined
their talks to issues that were dead.
I guess my great-grandfather's love
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt had
something to do with this. America's inner cities would soon erupt.
So would its college campuses
because of an Asian war. But why
worry about impending strife when
there was FDR, "the man who
saved the country,"
A thin, lanky man who still wore
overalls, my great-grandfather

z

E

raged on about this old president
whom he saw as a god. I'll admit I
didn't follow his talk, I was too
intimidated by it, and too intere.
sted in looking at this Kentuckian's
eyes, his dingy. white house, his
radio and his now-empty fields. '
By the time I met my greatgrandfather, he was too old to farm
and was living off the money the
government gave him not to raise
crops. There was no question that
he felt b<1d about his condition. He

never let it show, though, when he Pentecostal Church where they met
talked about the past,
.
· to talk about the week and call for
To him, the depressed area sur- the presence of God. My great·
rounding Corbin was a gold mine grandfather, perched outside the
of stories and history. Its ram- main window to the church,
shackle look held the key to a life decided he would help them along.
he had enjoyed Jiving and wanted
Just as the tongues inside starting
to tell about before he died.
pitching, just when the most spiriThere, was the notorious Corbin tual bodies of the church began to
cock throw, As he tells it, this event gyrate, just when the bliss of religtook place when he was about 15. ious frenzy seized the whole conIt was a Sunday morning and most gregation, • my great-grandfather
of the locals were down at the threw a squawki11g chicken throuj!;h

.,"'C

Harry's Hamburgers Famous

HaiD. & Cheese

the main window. Instant panlemonium broke loose.
"I see God," cried a woman in
front. "I feel the presence of God."
Others joined in, except for the
constable who saw a laughing boy
outside and quickly hauled him off
to jail.
My great-grandfather became
extremely animated when he told
this talc. My grandfather, his son,
shows the same excitement when

Q

styles and wares.
The provincials were the latest in
the radical chic, accepting those
who wished to escape the everyday
drudgery of the magalopolis and
asking in return only those hardearned tourist dollars.
To grow up in Santa Fe, you
were subject to these pressures. I
grew up in a display case where
there was an everyday small city

1916 Central S.E.

Fiesta, Sante Fe, 1975 by Michael Gendert
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3424 Central S.E.
266-9296
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with'coupon

The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.
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Expires April 1 0

"Just thinkin'
about those
hot dogs
makes you
hungry."

Tune Ups-Tires
Brakes-Shocks
Full Service

Chili-Cheese Hot Dogs
~~
jj) only 99c
GOOD ONLY

With This Coupon

At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
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1723 Lomas Blvd. NE
(Corner of Lomas & University)
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The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash
Any Wash and/or Wax With This Co11p011
ExpiresApril19
coupon 5101 Lomas Blvd. N

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
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50e0FF

5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E.

just 5469

with base and cover
STANTON SOOA cartridge
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0
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on our $10.00 tune-up
Adjust gears, Brakes, All 4 Bearing Surfaces. True wheels.
Lube chain, Gears and Cables. Air tires
and Test Ride-ONLY $4.99

We're right across the way.
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(Continued on page 15)

ome ount our av1ngs.

N~b.

Good Through AprillO

(Continued on page 15)

life but every time you stepped out
of your neighborhood there were
the tourists and the culture.
Because I was a resident ofSanta
Fe, like the other residents, I was
tagged by the tourists and visitors
as a walking guide to the city and
its "rustic" sites.
This label proved to be a source
of amusement and irritation.
If I decided to spend a couple of
hours in the Santa Fe Plaza, (especially in the summer) J would sit
quietly on a bench and out of the
corner of my eye see the group of
four or five tourists wandering
around and trying to remember the
name of a shop that a friend or
relative told them about.
Sitting with a couple of friends,
we would swap tourist jokes, Most
of my friends in high school had
summer jobs in the restaurants,
hotels and shops. so there was
always a new tourist' joke to be
heard.
Here were a few of the favorites:
--One tourist from a large state
to the immediate east of New
Mexico topped off his supper at
one of the local restaurants by
asking for "some more of them
holler biscuits," He was referring to
sopapillas.
--While wandering through the
annual Indian Fair during the summer, one of the Winnebago nomads was seen walking around the
Plaza outfitted in a panama hat,
green shark-skin suit and knee-

•
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Santa Fe: A Growing Tourist Town
lly Orlando Medina
the Eastern exchange.
Smile, while your teeth are clenSince colonial days, Santa Fe has
ched and the muscles in the back of .remained a tourist center (whether
your neck are tensed up. After all, inter- or intra-state) and home of
the customer is right.
recluses. It was the home for BoheThe atmosphere of a growing mian artists and their subsequent
Santa Fe during the 1950s and 60s patrons. It was the home, at one
wns the feeling of a native nrtisan point, for the h1test style in the "de
exchanging his or her wares for the rigucur." At the era of.the 50s and
glamour. the benefits of progress 60s, the fashions began to highlight
and the latest accepted currency on the "Indian" nnd "Colonial" life-
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Dairy Queen Brazier

University
Dairy Queen

has it all·
Food & Dessert

r
SU~DAES
2 For
Price Of One
lhl•

DQ-pon

'Rcu. U.s. Pot, Off., Am. D.O. Corp. lei Copyrlght1975, Am. D.O. Corp.
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. At Coronado
The Gift Shop With Unlimited Ideas

3'8" x 4'10"

Beg. $4.00

NOW $3.00
Elton John
Jimi Hendrix
Jethro Tull

Qrah!lm be,came an Army Sergeant, spending time training·farm
boys to drive motocycles.

Clinton (Pop) Merrick Graham
looked back on his 84 years of life
in America ;md the memories of
being a railroad man. Pop Graham
(people called him "Pop" even before he was married) said it all
started in 1907,

The trains had the awesome
power to control people's lives,
Graham remembers the time in
1914 in a period of financial troubles when he was laid off. He was
on his way home to Porthmd,
Oregon on the Nothern Pacific
when he stopped far breakfast in
Jamestown, North Dakota. When
he got back to the train, he noticed
someone had stolen his train pass
and he could not get on the train.
Stuck in a small town in the middle
of December witho.ut any money,
Graham took on a hobo life-style.

Graham started as a call boy and
later progressed to painter's helper,
machinist's helper, lire builder in
the round house, and a fireman
whereupon he somewhat settled
down in Las Vegas, New Mexico in

POSTERS

Basket Shop

By George Gesner
Hall started with a boy around
th~ turn-of-the-century and his set
of toy steam engines.

"I was always interested in
mechanics. My neighbors always
said I had wheels in my head. My
brother-in-law was a machinist and
urged me to look for work out
west," he said. "So I moved from
our farm in Virginia, sold my only
calf, and bought a train ticket to
Salida, Colorado." ·

Wllh

Good only April 5 & 6

Pops' Knows All About Trains

1916.
Led Zepplin
Alice Cooper
Rolling Stone

Expires April 9

Four years later he became an
engineer and assumed that role .in
World War I. He spent 22 months
in France supporting the war cause.

'
In those days, hobos tried their
luck in going places by sneaking on
the trains. Graham tried his hand
at it but never seemed to get much
closer to Portland due to the intense inspection of the cars.
The engineer would always
check the rear of the train when it
started picking up speed for any
hobos chasing the train. Graham,
outguessing the motives of the. engineer, jumped on the front end of
the train and walk eel the top of the

Images of America
No.1

:<\~erica has prided itself on being a diverse nation. Its ethnic

4016 Menaul NE

256-1893
No.3

1.• PERSONALS

~amplifiers~

auto radio9, install burglar alarms.
U)0h discount. for students with lD. Quirk ser\lice.

STEVE SCIIROEDERill Don't got eloeted, got a
jobl!l You're 30. 4n

Used TV• rorsale. 4/13
DIVORCE BY PETITION, write: Para·Legal

BENAVJDEZ'FLYNN ASUNM Prooidont.VIce
President for sure· ror you April7, 4/8
PAUL, IF ARTHUR, why not !Jeorge, Alice. 4/5

Divorce Ser..,ice, 9982 Menaul NE~ No& 021.

Albuquerque, New Mexil'o 8111Z. 417
BELLY DANCING CLASSES S5 weekly at Tho
Blue Hare em, 255-1967.. 4/6

INTERESTED IN NO·FRILLS low cost jet travel
to Europe, Afriea. the Middle East, the Far East?
Eduealional Flights bas been helping people

TYPING ALL TYPES,266-4770.5/9

travel on a bud gel Wilh maximum flexibility and
minimum hassle for 11ix years .. for more inro catl

'pR6FESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM seleclrie..
Ouaranleed ae<:~~rncy with reasonable rates.

toll tree 800-325-8034. 4/2
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST EXPRESSO·
Orange juit:e·eroissant. 7:30am·10am. Hippo l!!c

Cream, 120 Harvard SE. 45
WIIO IS J()EY MANDATO? 4/6

GREEKS MAKE ASUNM ours! Vote
Tobias President and Knight V.P. 417

rrs COMING! UNM Bookslore's spring
sale! Monday, AJ!ril 12,. 1976! Books. Records! Supplies! 4/5
DOROTHY DAVIDSON-Send ASUNM
your message. (Independent Candidate for
V.P.J 4/6
AGORA·UNM's Student crisis center is open
24.hours.Come in or ca11277•3013. 4/S

2. LOST & FOUND

298-7147. 4/16

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Program . offers legal servias for
students and staff. Furnished bY. qualified law
slddcnls under faculty supervision. Availabi·
lily limited lo those whose assets and income
do not exceM established guidelines. $1.00
registration fee. Because ofl>udget cuts and
financial reslrictions, the ~linical Program
has been forced to rcdua Us intake. ff for
some reason we cannot provide services for
you arter you have contacted us. we hope you
will understand. Call 277'2913 for information alld appointments. S~nsored by Associated S!ud'ents ofUNM. 4/S
FAMOUS Qtl!VIRA DOOKS'"ll~op"'··-an-d"'P"'h_o_to_gr_a•
phy Gallery is 1/2 block !rom Johnson Gym on
Corn(!ll. Special o_rder .~ervfee.

tfn

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in lownt rut, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444orcometo 1717Girard Blvd. NE. lin
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION test April 10.'

LOST: PUPPY Setter-Lab, black, female, 114
Syeamor<;_N E, 242-3560. 4/8

Prepare nowr eaU Profes!ional Educators· of NeW

FOUND: WENDY GILMORE'S lD carcl.
Claim Marron Hall Rm 131. 419
·

Mexito,lnc., 255-4050. 4/5
FOR EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE with your

,LOST: Orange &: white small cal. Near 200
Columbia SE: Answets to "Punkin." Reward,
268-8633. 4/S

-

NEED SOME IIELP? Typing, editing, roiiislon:'
reasonable.accu·rale~ 281-3001. 4/5
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro SE. 265·0335. Color TVst tape decks, slereo.

LOST: MALE German Shepard, 7 mo old,
blk/bm color, Lead tllh area. Tags 8270..76,
344-9263 leave message. Acapurco Rester.
1415 Centllll NE. 4/9

dis5~rtalion. speech. or presenlati"on, ea11 Haney
Frauenglas!, Prore·:u.JonaiCommunieation Servic~,

344-8344. 4/30

4. FORRENT
FURNIS!IE:O ROOM lor rent in my home. ldu{
for aurrimer sthool. Referenee. 296·97U, 4/5

HOUSE, SUMMER, Walk to campus, three
bearooms, lurnt.hed,1250.268-8631. 4/8

m th1s country have an 1mage of what American is and what it

should be.
'
The American image is formed by the place where you and I grew
up. The purpose of this issue is to show, in as many ways as we could
how people grew up in America.
'
\h~ image o~what this co~ntry should be will form the basis of the
dec1s1ans we wtll be faced With in the coming decades. Older people
may. groan wh~": the thought enters their minds, but we will be
makmg the dectstons and maybe it's a good idea to find out where
some of us come from and how we differ.
So this is it, not all of it by a long shot. Lack of writers lack of
space. keeps us from printing all the stories about growidg· up in
Amenca.
We have also included a few articles on the nature of the
Bicentennial celebration,

Drink, Salad and Choice of Potato

STEAK HOUSES INTERNATIONAL S.ANTA
301:15 Cerrillos Rd.
FE 471-3§11

CLASSIFIEU
ADVERTISING

. ..

$1.79
lncluc:le

Gibson at San Pedro

3. SERVICES

..

CHICKEN FRIED

268-8052
No.2

~>ngt~s are no secret. But t~e land and the people who have grown up

VARSITY !lOUSE 141 Columbia SE. Deluxe fur·
nt.hed apartment, l·bdrm $165, 2·bdrm S205 in•
eludes utilities, 268.0525. 4/5
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
houoel/2 block !rom UNM, 262-0200. 4/8

5. FOR S.t(LE

VW CAMPMOBILE, 1969, pop-up top.
$1600 or best offer. 265·1102 eveninss. 4/!J
AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD for sale. All
shots, 298-9957. 4/9
SMALL FRANKLIN Type stove. $25. Phone
255-8802. 4/9

DUSTER COUPE 24 mpg. •xeell•nl, 2680398. 4/5
GREAT OLD FUNKY lurniture, eteet.ora.Shelley
268-8C26. 4/5
1912 FORD PINTO, excellent <ondltioo. AM·FM.
84rack, custom throughoul·291J.5807. 4n
NOTICE: SINGER left. in lay-away, not claimed,
equipped to buttonhole. zigzag·pay S26 and take
machine.3~05 Cen~ral NE, 2564505~ 4/6
57 CHEVY- Beautiful. mint. condition. A11 originaL

$1395. 831·5889. 4/8
BrCYCLE SPRING 'I'UNE·UP Special'S6, B.C.
llallcLt'•• 843-9378, Un
REPOSSESSED TV, C<llor TV, brand name, big

sereen. Assume payments .at 11 pet· rr.tlnth~ 2gz.
0637,3t05C•ntral NE. 4/6
I'EUGOT UOa Reg. $159.95, n""' SJ29.95.

1912 VOLKSWAGON SUPER Beetle, AC, AM·
FM. Excellentcondition.Mustsell, 299·2007. 4/5

SUPER OPPORTUNITY with Albuquer·

que's new. entertainment magazine. Qu_e
Pasa? Needed: writers, pholographers & ad·
verlisings sales people: Call Uennis J. Tram·
bley. 881-1080. 4/3
OVERSEAS JOBS· Asia, Australia, Africlr,
Europe, South Amcriea._ AU oc:c:upatlons. S600·
$250D. Invaluable experiences~ Delails 25c. tn ..
lernational Employment Rese:m:h, Box 3893 D5.
Seattle, WA 98124. 4/19
PAR':' TIME JANITORIAL & Maintenance l>elp

SUMMER COORDINATOR POSITION: For ap-

NE. 4/6
COLLEGE GRADS WANTED ror permanent,

plications .and information contact Clinieal
Education Program 2:77-6409, Rm 184, tJNM

sales crie_nted positions with growing. home
owned and operated eompany_ Send Resurrte to:

S.MolofMeditin~orNGH0,2:774731.

P.O. Box 25025, Albuquerque,NM 87125. 4/8
OVERSEAS JOBS·summer/year·round, Europe,

4n

PART~TIMi JOiJGradtJate •ludents only. AI·
ltrr.fAm;t.b evenirtg..•~Mu~t 1M! able to-wDrk'Friday

kt Soi01'd•y nigh!§. Mo•t be 21 ,...,. old. Apply in
~tts:dn,._ r.n ph61Yfr t:c\U~- pleout:. save Way Liquor
St.ot•, mru IMM•Ufi, 419
-'
--

S. America, Australia. Asia, etc-.. AU fields, $500~
$1200 monthly, Expenses flaid. sightseeing~ Free
informAVrite: International Job Cenler·f Dept ..

During WWII, Graham was
commended by President Truman
for his invaluable service with the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
Graham's area of operation
covered the entire Southwest. He
enjoyed the work and said he
would have gladly paid the government for that job.
''i got to travel all over the
country, gat .to meet new people,
and overall it was a great learning
experience." he said.
Summing up, Pop said he has
enjoyed his life everywhere he has

Photo by Chri$ Peder~

been, even through his trying times

NewMexieo

as a hobo. As one leaves his moun·

DAILr·LOBO

tain home one can see a plaque on
the wall entitled "My Job."

"It's not my job to run this train,
the whistle I can't blow.
It's not far me to say haw far
the train's allowed to go.
I'm not allowed to blow off
steam
nor even clang the bell.
But lei the damn thing jump the
track and see who catches hell."

No.123

Vol. 80
1

Box 20, University P.O.,lJNM
Albuquerque, N.M, 87131
Editorial Phone (505) ?:77h~, 277-4202
Tho Now Mexko Daily Lobo b p~bllelle<l
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A common scene around the
passenger trains were the Fred
Harvey girls who attended to the
patrons of the trains.
With a ~arm smile, Graham
said, "I remember one of the girls
in Las Vegas, N.M ..who was retiring after thirty-two years of service.
She said, 'You know Graham, I've
gat everything I came here with
except my teeth and my virgi·
nity.'"
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Bike Shop, 605 Yale SE,842·9100. 4/5
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Being an engineer was more than
driving the train. There were times
when it was mandatory to repair
malfunclians while the train was
running, Graham said, "You had
to be your own mechanic. We had
720 mechanical questions concerning the locomotive to deal with
plus 900 questions about the air
brakes."

Texas Instruments
programmable
slide-rule calculator

needed. morning & evening hours available. Ap~
plication!! are_ being taken lrcm 10am-9pm Mon·
Fri, La Bcl!e•s Distributing. 4920 :M:enaul

6. EMPLOYMENT

train to· the back. When the train
arrived in Portland, Pop shook
hands with the engineer lhanking
him for the ride to the trainmaster's
surprise.
Graham has operated every kind
of train from the switch engine to
the diesel engine and worked all
year round. Roadmen got paid by
the mile. About 100 miles equaled
an eight-hour-day. If your train
didn'l run, you didn't get paid.
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Brats & Men: Growing Up in the Military

lly Michael O'Connor
Join the militnry, kid--it'll make a man out of you,
Male Anlerican children hear thut from the time they i!rC old enough to
undcr.$1ttnd the language, und they come to. find that the statement is true,
but not compl.ctely. A person may grow up while he Is in the military, but
the service really has nothing to do with it.
The growing up comes in the learning to cope with the incredible
situations ;md people that the military throws at you on a daily basis,
My rites of passage begun in 1968 when 1 suddenly follnd that my
college told Uncle Sugar my grades weren't wha~ they should have been
and my alw;1ys efficient Uncle sent me a notice t.o report for my
pre-induction physical.
.
My God--Drafted? 1 couldn't see it, 50 1 went to the Air Force
recruiter, hoping 1 could talk him into hiking me. His office was closed,
but the Navy recruiter next door was open. So I fodlcd Uncle--instead of
getting dmftcd for two years, 1 enlisted for four yc;trs.
I still had a lot \lf growing up left to do.
Six days later 1 was on the silver bird for boot camp in Dago--San
, ) ,...,11 ·1·
D .leg(
• \. ' I •
1 found out early in my career that 1 had not found a home in the Navy,
and 1 think they sensed my discontent.
.
You see, every br11nch of the service has two obscure departments that
nrc very important, but rarely publicized.
One is the Pmctical Joke Department and the other is the Fairy
Godmother Dep;artmc.mt. Everyone's orders for assignment go through
these two departments and most are not touched, Once in 8 while the
elderly lady in Fairy Godmother wakes up long enough to tap someone's
orders with her magic W!llld and send them ofT to four years in the
Dahamus for their tour of duty.
Anyone who has been in the military knows how often that happens.
The Practical Joke department operates on a more regular schedule,
and I think they made a project out of my Navy career.
Boot cump wus boot camp--its horror stories are legion--but it pales to
\
obscurity when I found where mv first dutv station would be.
Adak Alaska? Where in the he11 is that? Some serious atlas research
confirm~d my worst fears-- I was going to spend the next year of my life
on an island 2000 miles from anywhere. Somewhere, deep in the bowels
of the Pentagon, the guys in the Practical Joke Department were splitting
their sides--and they weren't finished.
1 arrived in Adak only to find that I was assigned to the mess hall for
my f1rst three months in the Navy--not only that but I was to work in the
scullery.
'
The scullery is a small room which is almost completely filled by a
dishwashing mnchinc. The only opening is a slot one foot high running
the length of the room through which multitudes of hands pass dirty
dishes all day Jong, from six in the morning tO six at night.
AOer I hat! been there a couple of months, the Career Counselor ca1led
me. He said they had reviewed my records, found I had excellent scores
on the tests I took in boot camp and couldn't understand why I had been
sent to Adak. He told me the Navy was going to send me to electronics Two :.tories about the mili. tary-growing up in it and
school after all--alii had to do was sign for two more years.
I told him to cram it and went back to the scullery. I was finally getting stuclc in it.
beginning to grow up.
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. By Susan Waltun
Three fourth-_grad.~rs hnked arms and paraded proudly around the
playground, Y,~llmg, Hey, Hey get out of my way, I JUSt came back from
the U.S. of A..
.
.
.
.
The scene 1s any Amencan Army base school m the world, any lime
from 1945 to th7 present.
" .
.
. , .
.
The great ra1lroad slog~n See Arnenca Fmt IS put mto effect from
the moment an Army brat IS born,
O~e yea.r ~ou .see Me~ora, N.J?. the n~xt year Gett~sburg, then the
Cap1tol Bu1ldmg m Wa~hmgton, Fisherman. s ":arf or ~h1te Sands .
Army ba.ses world.-w•dc are the sam~. Little Amencas, where you .buy
your favon~e Amencan ct:;reals and cigarettes. You can see Amencan
films.(even 1ftht?Y ar~ two years old when you get to see them). There ~re
bow.hng alleys •. hbranes, and greasy spoons where you can get french fnes
as OJI,Y as you hke.
.
Bemg .an Arm~ brat m Europe tends to make you even more of a
flag·.wavmg Am:nca.
.
.
H1gh school k1ds ~ue de.termmedl~, stereotyped Amencans ..In the 1960s
and 70s any male w1th ha1r above h1s ears was a real square. Even parents
I .
b
h . l
h
th
h
. h s
are ?lore emen~ ~ out a1r engt s overse~s .ant ey are m t e tates. If
that s .the way 1t.s done back home, the1r k1ds can sure as hell be as
Amencan us possible.
.
...
In the early 1?60s, the htt!e Fren~h k1ds m the co.un,try -:vould s.hy.Iy hold
~p two fingers 111 a V for vtct~ry s1gn as your family s Wide st~t•,onwagon
mched over back roads. remmds Y?ur fathers of how those k•d s parents
used to make the same s1gn as Amencan troops pulled out of~urope after
W~IT. It ~mbarrasses you an.d makes you proud ?tt~e. sam: lime. .
.
It~ a ~11 sad to sec Amenca today. It looks hke 11 s losmg a b1t of 1ts
presttge.
.
.
.
.
. .
The Amer!ca~ money no long~r brmgs a qu1ck smile, and a .wll~mgness
to help. You re JUSt another IOU!1st. ~aybe for one: were fallmg mto the
scale ofw.here we belong: ~~encans.Just that, nothmg mor: or less.
Army h~e teaches tlexJbJhty. Yo~ learn .how to lind h.appmess an~ how
to cope With the world and your •mmedJate surroundmgs. Move mto a
new community and your mothers are in a new bridge club immediately
a":d off to the hospit~l for Red Cross duty Tuesday mornings as usual.
K•d.s are w~lcomed mto ~ew classes and .. only the faces change; the
subJ,ects, top1cs of co~versatt~ns an~ everythmg else ~tays the ~arne ..
Its only when y~u re statt~ned m an obscur~ asst~nment hke B1smark,
N.D. that you fallt,n the m,amstream of Amencan hre. But~ even thou.gh
the folks there don t know enough to welcome you tmmedJately a qutck
search will uncover a new bridge group and hospital assignment. It's all
the easier for you because you're ~sed to !he change.
.
. . . ,
The Arm~ teaches yo.u about hnes (th1s can help you m U~Jverstty hfe
also) .. The~e s al.ways a hne to se~ the ~octor, t~ get your car stickers, to get
JOUr td.enttficatto~ cards, to get Ill tO the COffiffiiSSary and then to get 01,1t of
tt.
,
.
.
Once. you re over ~0 or 12 you get your own ld card. Th1s makes you a
Person .m yo.ur o~n nght. ·
, .
. The Jdenltficatton problems of an Army brat movmg mto a non-Army
ctr~le can be bad.
, .. . . . , .
What does your father do, a c1v1han fnend asks.
"He's in the Army," the service brat answers.
"But what does he do?" the civilian asks.
"Well ... " The Army brat is stumped,
You never really know what your father is doing, whether it's file work
and typing or reading books. It seems the Army has some assignments
where your father reads books, both in English and foreign languages. Jt
is, apparently, to discover what other countries know about themselves
and about us.
One thing the Army does pretty well for its brats. You learn to be
yourself: inside of yourself. And you learn to how to get along, as
yourself, outside of yourself, around others. You learn.alternately to hate
and love the Army.

Brooklyn, USA:
It Always St.ays
With You
By Tim Gallagher
They s<~y th<~t most Americans
move once every five years. But
nobody ever leaves Brooklyn, N.Y.,
not ever. No matter how far away
you move from it, it stays with you
like the scar you got from bumping
your head on the piano bench
when you were three-years-old. It
stays part of you,
Moving from Brooklyn to Albuquerque when you are 16 is like
stepping off a train and onto a
horse. You're never quite sure
which is better, but you get there
just the same.
Baskin and Robbins Ice Cream
Parlors in Brooklyn are full of
15-year-old "Whadda ya wants?"
New Yorkers are shocked by the
politeness in Albuquerque McDonald's. "1 eez she said, 'Thank

!t

~

you,' n

B.rooklyn high schools are not
like the one on "Welcome Back
Kotter." Every kid is not Vinny
Barbarino. They don't all have
distinguishable personalities. Most
of them blend together like so
many labeled soup cans. There are
tomatoes and there are chicken
noodles, but they all fit into some
category. Once in a while there is
an exceptionally good minestrone,
but they are rare in the fourth
largest city in ~merica.

Albuquerque high school is the
same and yet so different. Kids
drive their cars to school. Almost
nobody taaes the bus and there is
no subway as in Brooklyn. The
classroom buildings spread up, not
out. School is a social affair.
But the cliques are still the same.
The jocks go out with the cheerleaders. The freaks smoke dope
near the bushes and the studious
still try to hide their smarts.
Teachers are cool, or they try to be.
People hate to tke required math
courses. The cafeteria is the same
type of mess except in Brooklyn
they are built to save space. In both
cities they make money.
Brooklyn and Albuquerque
adults go to shopping centers to
shop. The kids come for a place to
hang out. They chew gum and
smoke cigarettes and generally act
like 12- and 13-year-olds should.
Somehow the people are diffe·
rent. People in large places like
Brooklyn wear blinders. Albuquerque and cities like it are run by
Sam Drucker and Kate Bradley's
hotel is just over by. the railroad
tracks.
"Why do you want to leave the
country?" they ask when you say
you're moving to Albuquerque.
"Don't you think the language barrier will be a problem- H<;~w close
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l'ln>IO by Wendell T. lhtnl

are you to the Gulf of New Mexi·
co?"

lions. The youth is tr<~pped by its
own inability to see beyond the
East River, America begins in Long
Island and ends in New Jersey.

Brooklyn is like the inside of a
medieval castle. The huge walls
In the same way, Albuquerque
block out the view of the rest of
misconceives New York. "How
America. Few escape. When they
could you live with all that polludo, they return with stories of how
tion? Did you know that alligators
much better it is "ol!t there.".
live in the sewers?"
These immigrants are th~ real twentieth century pioneers -- not the
West Side Story ruined the lives
astronauts.
of all ex-New Yorkers. When you
Many people would like to leave ask your new high school friend for
Brooklyn, but they can't. Like Eve- a "quatuh" (25 cents) he is afraid to
line in Joyce's Dubliners, they tell you "No" because you are
stand trapped at the North Wall likely to pirouette, pull out your
like, "a helpless animal." Brook- switchblade and yell, "Sharks live."
lyn's North Wall is the Verrazano
In Albuquerque, the ex-New
Bridge. Adults are tra!?ped by their Yorks immigrate to places like Rio
jobs, their families, their obliga· Rancho. It's got to be paradise.

Subway advertisements promised
"the good life" in Albuquerque ·mecca of the Southwest. Yct one
accent changing "er's" to "uh's"
and "th's" to "d's" bitching about
paying more for dill pickles this
week and the Southwesterner has
his man, "Damn New Yorkers,"
they mutter.
The differences can never be
resolved. Perhaps that is good: it is
part of America. We can't all melt
in the pot. No matter how long you
live in Albuquerque, those parts
gained in 16 years of Brooklyn
never fade away--not completely.
Your Albuquerque friends will still
call you "foreigner" tl10ugh you
wear pearl- button shirts and cowboy boots.
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NMPIRG needs volunteers ror the
PIRG/CHEWS booth in the SUB. April7,8,9. Call
277·2738 or visit the PIRG office in Mes:a Vista
Hall.

SAVE

Career Services Ctr Special Recruiting Event
for ~ueators, April 8·9, Sign·up- Cor interviews
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The Grad._ Student Assoc. will hold budget
hearings at the International Ctr., April 6·7. For
info contact GAS, rm 106, SUB,

Student Hf.alth Center needs crutches. Please
return those that have been checked out.
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HONORS CENTER
A· schedule of these one-credit hour seminars with descriptions is
available at the Honors Center office (west end, ground floor of the·
Humanities Bldg.).
Courses are open to all under·graduates - no prerequisites. Emphasis is
on discussion and student participation. Enrollment is limited to 15
students.
For more information, come to the Honors Center or call ext. 2201.

$149.50
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What's wrong with America CliO
or;· be summed up in one word·
1:! paranoia.
America's paranoia matcriali7.cs
in
one of two areas. Either we
0
.g hccomc so frightened we take some
~ sort of idiotic action or we arc
puintcd into n corner where we
Cl repress everything and choose to be
8 apathetic,
'R
Franklin Roosevelt diagnosed
~ the disease itself when he suid all
~ we huvc to fear is fear itself. Unfortunntely he simply told us what the
0<$ problem was und not how to cure
u it,
The optimists would hnvc us
believe that everything is fine
because we still have our constitutiona!, moral and civil rights. What
they fail to mention is that due to
our infection of paranoia, we becomc so ready to defend our rights
that we insist on denying other
people their rights.
Our universal cure-all, the Con-

.'t
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what s wron g
1

·

·

w.·t.h Amerl·ca·
stitution and Bill of Rights are
good, but like the Bible and stati·
sties they can be manipulated by
anyone to their ndvantnge. Our
so-called bulwark of freedom have
become so high that loose bricks
can be pulled out and thrown at the
defenders. Our paranoia has invented the legal loophole,
On the international scene, para·
noia drives our leaders to threaten
with a nuclear war club or revert to
our natural cultural instinct of bri-

bcry. Bribery takes the form of
hard cash, or presents such as
wheat.
Historians or armchair theorists
describe how our system is like
nevertcak in a bicycle tube that
seals any holes or· leaks that dcvc·
lop. But the self-sealing system can
coaguhttc and clog the tube. One
man can go as far as to bring in
"plumbers" to slop the leaks and
condone domestic spying.
How many times docs the para-

noia drive us to repeatedly bang
our head into a tree before we
te 1trn from our mistakes?
We are told that we have the
right of free expression and the
right of change but tell this to the
numerous injured and dead who
attempted to exercise these rights.
We rely on a system of demerits
and brownie points that must accumutate over the years before any
definite action can be taken. We
fall back on the old tired excuse .of

"time will tell."
This ex.cuse is like saying that we
"must let the fever run its course."
The paranoia clouds our minds.
We run around screaming how
everyone around us is crazy when
the answer lies in Walt Kelly's
Pogo who said, "We have found
the enemy and he is us."
When a .major crisis such as
Watergate occurs we turn to our
foreign allies and explain how only
in a free society such as ours will
we make our mistakes public. But
later we forgive the criminals to the
extent that their crises become the
topic of lectures and best sellers.
The criminals profit from their
crimes.
If anything at all we should
remember that we are a nation of
200 million human beings. As such,
we are imperfect and make miAmerica, celebrate your bicentennial birthday party but don't
forget that once the party is over
you are only older and not necessa·
rily wiser or still healthy.
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By Mike Gallagher

Throughout its past, America has
come to the edge of destruction;
Washington almost destroyed the
nation because of his horrendous
generalship, the Civil War almost
succeeded, the G real Depression of
the 1930s brought us within a
· hare's leap of rebellion and now we·
are faced with our greatest challenge.
If we fail to rise to the problems
of energy and environment, that'll
be all she wrote.
But to meet these problems,
solve them and begin on the social
and quality of life issues which are
also plaguing the nation and the
world, we must confront ourselves.
It may be the toughest job because
it is the least mechanical--America
is very good at solving mechanical
<.jlroblems, but this one is in each of
UL

.

What's Right
With America
Constitution.
We are going to have to examine
the freedom to drive our own eight
cylinder monsters down the road,
the freedom to waste fuel and food
and the freedom to have as many
children as we want.
Americans are going to have to
start asking basic questions about
what we want government to do for
us, how much it will cost and are
we willing to pay the price.

We are going to have to examine
and learn about the individual
Forlu.nately, some Amerk 's are
freedoms we enjoy. I don't mean
freedom of speech, press or .any of b~ginning to .ask these bas.~ que·
the guaranteed freedoms. tn the . sttons alld thetr numbers are finally

beginning to grow.

unknown men, living on Long lslat:Jd, decided that driving three
cars into New York City wasn't
such a great idea when they could
drive one car into the city.

Maybe it started when the governor of. California, Jerry Brown,
walked into a meeting of university
educators and asked, "Why are
smaller class sizes better?" The . Maybe it started when the astroeducators were dumbfounded and, nauts took the picture of this globe
although they were able to answer and for the first time people began
the question after much bumbling to realize how very small and fra·
about
and
professorial gile a world it is.
.
"hmmmms," it was dear that even
education wasn't getting a free ride
Maybe it started when the transion the gravy train.
stor was . perfected, and people
Maybe it started when three
began to find that bigger was not

*

better.
Maybe it started when the frontier was declared closed and
Americans began examining how
we were going to live together
within fixed borders. We still haven't.learned how to do it yet, but
we arc getting closer.

"'0

Back Home in an Illinois, Farm Community
.

.

And that's what's right with
America.

~·

By Ken Walston
Mahomet, Illinois, is socked-in
on all sides by corn fields alternating with soybeans. The coal-black
dirt here is the most fertile in the
whole world, say local farmers. If
the rain in the summers only meets
norms, crops are bountiful,
In this' town of 2500, bountiful
crops mean money.
The
economic · system
of
Mahomet used to depend on the
weather. Two dry year,> backtoback can mean ruin to •mall lease
farmers,
hardships .for small
businesses.
In 1957, Nora Carson had to sell
her drugstore. In lean times lease
farmers use salt instead of toothpaste, and soap instead of shampoo.
(The new owners bf the drugstore,
a chain from Chicago, removed the
soda fountain and replaced it with
shiny cases of. cosmetics and a·
Along with the new residents,
Coke machine.)
The increase of corporate hold- new problems have 'reared their
heads. Mahomet hired its first full·
ings in the farm lands have added
time
policeman in 1963. Residento the drain· of income from the
tial
burglaries promise locked
town. The revenue from crops
People no longer leave car
doors.
flows to the big banks, not to the
keys
in
ignitions. The remaining
independent businessman.
businesses
break down and spring
Jahr's Hardware Store, across
Main from the drugstore, closed its for alarm systems.
In 1974, Mahomet citizens voted
doors in I 971. Competition from
the discount retailers in nearby 619 to 569 irr favor of package
Champaign put them out of 50 liquor sales. The town had been
years of continuous business. My dry sfnce prohibition.
That same year Interstate 74, a
great-uncle, who was 89 at the
concrete
swath through the fields
time, complained that he had
of
central
Illinois, brushed the
driven the II miles to Champaign,
town's
north
edge and drained the
and then couldn't find flypaper
semi
·
truck
traffic off two-lane
anywhere.
Route
52.
It
brought
with it three
"It's all them damned aerosol
new
gas.
stations
with
neon signs
cans," he griped. "They put more
competing
corn
hybrids
rising
like
spray in your eyes than toward the
from
the
prairie,
and
a
take-out
flies."
chicken spot. Elsie's Truckstop·
The character of the town's inha·
Diner on the old blacktop boarded
bitants has changed slowly but
up later that year, victimized by
steadily. New influxes of people
trade-off of quality for
America's
from other places, working whitequickness.
collar jobs in booming Champaign,
Mahomet boasts of five churhave brought a suburban aura
ches:
First Methodist Episcopal,
along. The publisher, editor and
First Baptist, Church of Christ,
reporter for the Mahomet Sucker
Seventh Day Adventist, and First
State (Illinois' nickname) recently
Presbyterian. Roman Catholics
sold the weekly to a young couple
drive
to nearby Farmer City.
from Iowa.
Church
membership slips every
"I've lived in Mahomet all my
one
of
the town's elderly dies,
time
life, and I'm sure those young folks
although
the
youth of Mahomet
know as many people here as I do
cling
to
Christian
marriage. They
anymore," he said.

Big Bells

JEANS

It really started 200 years ago
(220?) when people began to think
about government as a social contract. The people would give up
certain rights (like shooting . a
neighbor) and take on responsibilities for their other rights.
The men who wro.te the Declaration oflndependence and the Con·
stitution should continue to amaze
us with the tJrxibility of these
documents, om' laws, et aL They
are adaptable to the times and the
problems which face us now and in
the future.

..

lobo

men's·
2120 Centr.al 5.1.
ShOp.

~

residents of central Illinois, like the
rich coal veins running through the
clay to the south, F.D.R. is still a
dirty word in many homes. The last
time a Democrat was elected to
office in Mahomet was 1930. Be
served one term on the town coun·
cil.
It is i nslinctive for the residents
to resist change, inevitable change,
for life has been, and remains,
good here. But the slow encroach·
ment
of
Champaign
upon
Mahomet brings new faces and
feelings to town, and the rise of the
corporate farm system alters the
basic economy.

just 'don't attend very· regularly
anymore. The older folks attribute
the drop in attendance to the new
liquor law.
· The automobile remains the
main facet of life for the kids of
Mahomet. Drag races on the
Bondville road still use culverts as
distance markers. Roaring engine
sounds roll over the moon-lit acres
for miles, unhampered by hills,
. skipping over the bottom lands.
Auto accidents kill as many local
kids as wars used to.
Conservatism is in~rained in the

eomplninls nrl' hf.'t'di;td
regarding the Stuc)tlnl Hvalth (;en1N" nnrl its in
surp.nee plan. Ath•nd thc Stud('nt llullh Ad
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SUfi nm. 231.
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Spani~h J~ct-t.ur{' by Dr. Carlos Migut•l Suttr(lz
Rndillo on "A.EtpeC'tos Sodnl£'5 en el Tl'nlro
Hispanonmcricnno Contt•m11ornneo" Monday,
April5, 8 p.m. at Ort£~gd llnll Jlt•adin~ rOQf11,

Hong Gliding Club m<cl!ng Mon. April U, 7 p.m.
in SliD Rm. 23J·D.Thr('~ glidcr~availn.ble,
New houn; on i\ trinl ba,o;is tor the Student.
lfcnllh Center nrc: Wofk·l• Clinic ond op
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The truest ind kalion of change,
although. can be 5cen in the num- ¢:::
ber of young people who were ~
raised here nnd left for more c~cit
ing places. Mahomet was too dulL !:I
r::.
They wanted n faster pace.
And now, more and murc of r
them arc returning, making their 0c:r
homes here among ali their rein· 9
lives, just like their forebears >
whose lifestyle they had rejected. E!.:
They are escaping back to ~
Mahomet, aw:1y from the noise and ....
..:.
"-l
crime of urban life, back to the a.
little quiet town nestled in the corn
fields on a bend of the "Sangamon
River.
FtrNhmPn rntollrd flu· 12·or morl' hour~ fM "!nil
l97ii Ii11t_l hblainl•d !}.[J or hl'lh·r gnulf' point
RVl~rngf' AT(' l'hgJhh• fnr Phi f;tl• SIR;mn nwrn
b(>rNflip. n frt~Rinnnn honur01ry Rroup. Ml1f'llt1R on
Mon. Aronl G, 7:110 run., Sllll llm. 1~9.

Pholo by Grandpu~~•llon.

P>

booth!~ fur f'h•stn ~hould ronlad t'irlit.n C:onlmittt•t'

at C:hjrnno RtudiN1 1 1RI !j, UIJmll.
B(•ilL t~pring fC>ver 1lllilsdi(J01 bort1dom. eom<• to
N('wman Studt•n~ llniMl rnN•llnft, AJ!rll fi, ij ll·nl,
nL Lht AquiMs NL'Wn1nn Ci:'ntu.

LINM Ghnparrnb dinie Moodny. April 5
throllgh Thor. At,ril 8, 4 0 p.m. in Johnson Gym
lobby. Tryout• in tfNM Arcrin Saturday, ApriiJO,
10:~0

p.m.

lllccrions Commission mcels today. 6:30
p.m., rm 250-D.Il,SUD.
ASUNM General Election. poll workers
mceling, today, 7 p.m., rm 250·D.E. Everyone

welcome•

John F. O'l.cary speaks Tuesday on energy

pr'!bt~ms in NM, l:JO p.m., rm 148, Biology

lluoldmg.

.

Want to lose wcighl·· Weigh! conlrol
classes being started on campus. No charge.
Call 266·4043 aflcr 6 p.m.
Librory Clinics on Research Paper
malcrinls. lodax through April 8. Zimmer•
man, rm 247. 7:30 lo 9:30p.m. Open lo grads
and undergrads, Call 277·5961 for further
info.
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Over 200 Years of Bloodshot Eyes
tobacco in 1613,
King James viole~Oy opposed
the use of "the pernicious weed"
tobacco, but waxed rich on the 20
per cent import tax he levied on it,
In 1670, America sold 14 million
pounds of tobacco yearly to
Britain. By the eve of the Revolution over 100 million pounds were
sold:
Virginia and Maryland became
known as the "Tobacco Coast,"
with i"'lportant influences and'
changes m life-style brought on by
the demand for tobacco.
From the beginning, tobacco did
not lend itself well to the tradition;ll sharecropping. form of agriculture. It was too easy to grow,
and smaJI farmers refused to be
submerged by large planters.
The planters looked elsewhere
for labor. The London Company
came up with. the bright idea of
-----::;;:::::;;;;;;::::::;;;;;;;:;;:;::::;;;;;;::=:::::;;;;;::=:::::;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;::::-;::=;:::=;;;:;;;;:::;;;;;;;;:;;;:----- importing poor orphans to work
the plantatiQns. The next step was
to bring in indentured servants. A
census in the colony of- Virginia
revealed that 75 per cent of all the·
inhabitants were or at one time had
been indentured servants.
FM . . . . REN:O
. Not everyone was willing to
sacrifice years of their lives for a
new start in America. Convicts
chose hanging over immigration to
America. Thus the "ultimate solution" was found for the labor.
problem-slavery.
Slavery also played its parl in
By John Rucker
From the very ~eginnin~, A,meri·
en has been a natton heavlly mvolved with drugs. No other n&tion
ha.s a~ its nation&l anthem <~n ?ld
drmkmg song. No other natwn
~vcr risked civi.l war over the taxa·
lion of rum.
True, the British have had their
opium wars, the Indians their as·
sassins, and the Scythians (accord·
ing to Herodotus) their mass
smoke-ins, but only -:'merica·. ~liS
mass produced drugs m qua~t!tles
suffic~ent to keep every cihzen
ston~d every day of the year on
barb1tuates.
From the very beginning, two
drugs-alcohol
and
nicotine-shaped the destiny of our nation.
The area around Jamestown had
no gold, little trade wtih the Indians and no cash crop~ until Jo~n
Rolfe began producmg hybnd
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By Lynda Sparber
Ask a stranger who his or her
all-time favorite hero is and you
can expect a reply like, "Ya mean,
like Superman or Batman or
wonna dem guys?" Change the
question to "Who do you most
adm1're, m a n, woman, d ead ,: a )'1ve,
real, fictional, American or
foreign?" and you can start to get a
good picture of the true paragons

of~nd~~::r~~~:yhaphazard

survey
~:iiiiiliiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiijj of the hero preferences of 50 to 60
•
--~---· UNM students showed one main
pattern: there is no pattern in
choosing ideals. There were almost
as many names suggested as persons surveyed. The most prominent
figure mentioned was only named
three times.
It was Abraham Lincoln who
edged his way to the top. Lincoln
was one of three politicians menBritish Playwrite Ann Jellico
tioned in the poll; however, one
student
citing Lincoln said Abe
. A play about the . wonderful sought after
"went beyond that particular hanknack of Getting A Woman. The Play,
dicap."

Daytime Activities Presebts
A Drama Spectacular

''The Knack''
By

~------------~

The Cast

L·arry Holgerson
as Colin
Ben Harris
as Tom
Larry Steele
as Tolen
Johanna Johnson
as the girl

Directed by Linda Kennedy, shows three
. men in various clutches of young adulthood
groping for the best way· to pursue the
opposite sex.

I

"Demon Rum" played as large a
part as any in starting the Revolution. The Molasses Act, Sugar Act
and portions of the Navigation
Acts were all ainied a.t controlling
the lucrative American rum trade.
The Whiskey Rebellion .of J794
almost lost Pennsylvania to the
United
States.
Prohibition
provided a battleground of its own-and a .toe-hold for organized
crime, The "Noble Experiment"
was continued in Portales until last
year.
As for the arch-enemy of today's
prohibitionists-the dread drug
known as Marijuana-no Jess a pa~
trio! than G,eorge Washington
recommended the "planting of
hemp" and commended the "salubrious effects of hemp tea'' to his
fellow-citizcl).s.
Drugs )n modern America provide· us with our own cult heroes
(remember Owsley?), a buffer
against
inflation
(lids
have
remained the same price for the
las! five years) and give us a chance
to do some harmless rebelling. And
as 'Thomas Jefferson noted, "an
occasional rebellion is important in
the life of a democracy."

Following Lincoln were Teddy
Roosevelt, Gandalf the White, and
Jesus Christ with two votes each.
Three women said "my boyfriend"
and the only other categories
receiving more than one or two
votes were "none" and ''undecided.''
There was, however, one honorable mention, who received four
votes: . George Sandoval, head of
UNM's
work-study
program.
Three or four other students agreed
with the four votes for Sandoval
but did not officially nominate the
sole University administrator on
the list. Most of the names selected
fell into the· categories of sports,
music entertainment and counter- ·
culture. Exceptions were "Lemonade Lucy" Hayes, Machiavelli,
Galois, LaFayette, Robert E. Lee,
Sherlock Holmes and John Adams.
In the area of sports, the heroes
were: Hank Aaron, Skip Jackson,
Freddy Lynn, Billy Jean King and
Pel e.
Musical heroes were Joan Baez,
Jerry Garcia, John McLaughlin
and Jefferson Starship. CounterCulture personalities were Jane
Fonda, Che Guevera, and Ken
Kesey (who once said, "The trouble with superheroes is what to do
· between ph~~~ b~othes.")

COMPARATIVE
RELIGIONS
LECTURE
"Our Heritage from Islam"
Guest Speaker:
Reginald King
AprilS
7:00 pm

Friday April 9 at 12 noon

North. Ballroo~, Student Union Bujlding
Admission is free 1:? Everyone is Welcome·
Sponsored by ASUNM & Student Activities

America's
favorite
consumption of alco·
hoi. The slave trade was one leg of
the notorious "Triangle Trade.''
pastime~the

Student Survey Has
Lincoln as Favorite

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

8tewet &
Shipley

helping

'

"Head Trlpo lor Dudu • Dot~"
.

Aartllalillntemaflonal
t~

Hair Design ~·n~• ~~

SUB Room 250-C
Sponsored by:
The Orthodox Baha'i Club

Buycentennial: The Bunting Blues
By Joe Donnelly
Vacationing in the East can
make the most ardent bicentennial
enthusiast a bit disenchanted.
I'm not saying that Philadelphia,
Boston and Washington are below
par for celebration but enthu.si<!sm
is going in the wrong direction with
the creation of more red-white -andblue souvenirs and novelties.
Putney Swope 11-My brother-inlaw, Alex Zafodilla (I call him ~I),
is a display designer for an advertising agency in the peaceful Atlantic
Highlands of New Jersey. He worked for 10 hours, with only coffee
as nourishment, to finish a self.
feed cigareuc display.
"Bicentennial, think bicentennial," his boss scolded him. "I want
to see bright reds, bright blues and
sharp whites."
AI mumbled something out the
side of his mouth and fitted the
remaining plastic pieces to finish
the display. Boss sipped his martini
and read his Playboy magazine.
"It's finished, boss," AI said
weakly and slumped into a11 easychair.
Boss put down his magazine and
drink. He circled th~ display like a ment, Vietnam piro-flagomania
buzzard.
continued it and bicentennial en"Real American,'' he said.
thusiasm has made it the most
"We could add one of those novel idea since the pill.
Yankee-Doodle music boxes to
I haven't accepted the new trend.
give it real flavor," my brother A recent visit to Boston was the
suggested, He caught his mistake height of realization.
and added, "Tomorrow, I mean."
While walking along Common"Those Southern tobacco yokels wealth Ave., I was passed by a
will eat this up," boss said. "Real red-white-and-blue garbage truck.
American."
Innocent, I thought until I entered
AI told me the project was a big. a nearby Howard Johnson for a
success. They had as many orders cup of coffee and picked up a sugar
for the~ display , as they did for , cube the color of Old Glory.
"Do you have any sugar-" I
magazine racks and large plastic
Heineken bottles.
asked the waitress.
Flagomania--One of the most
"You're holding it," she said.
displeasing developments in the "We're going patriotic this year."
craze to be patriotic is flagomania.
I saluted the sugar and drank my
Many familiar objects are deco- coffee black.
rated with the flag or colored red,
Later I went shopping at a statiowhite and blue. Bumper stickers, nety store. Entering I noticed the
basketballs, policemen and Ri- display of bicentennial pencils,
chard Nixon's lapel are good exam- erasers and desk sets.
pies.
"Do you have any heavyweight
Flagomania dates back, in more typing paper-" I asked the cashier.
recent times, to the creation of
"Regular or decorated-" she
Captain America. comics. The answered.
"Erasable," I said.
superhero spearheaded the move- ' ---
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New
Improved

JAZZ
Monday's

at
Uman Renewal--! visited my
mother's home in suburban NJ.
over Christmas vacation. Things
were in full swing as my young
eagle-scout brother prepared a
speech on the paintbrush and
bi<;cntennial decoration while my
sister iced a three-layer cake for a
bicentennial cooking contest.
I turned the television on to
watch a post-season football game
and got a beer from the refrigerator. It was half-time and the bl!_nd·

Okie's
.
Absentee ballots for the Spring
General Election are now available
through Wednesday, April 7
in the Student Government
Root?? 242, SUB.
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The most advanced portable in the world

AN ALTERNATE ROUTE
Peace Corps" Vista
ONLY

After Graduation
Peace Corps!""' Vista
offer you an alternate route
We have challenging and creative
volunteer assignments overseas
and throughout the US
Sign up now for an interview and
obtain an interview packet:
Career Service Center
Mesa Vista Hall Rm 2130
Law School Placement
1117 Stanford, NE Rm 105
Information Booth - Student Union

Through this Thursday

This magnificent Lexicon is a major innovation in portable electric
typewri~ers. It's the FIRST one with an interchangable typing element and
easy-to-change ribbon cartridge. Printing speed up to 660 characters per
minute. Only 43A" high! !

$299.00

Case Included

Come in TODAY for Free Demonstration

Duke City Typewriter Co.

Butt's Pattlclpatlon In Revolution
may Not Be What We Think

Exploring the Flag &Those Who Wave It
·~'

for an American experience which
is what D'Aiessandro ls dealing
with, One photograph, which·is one
of the stronger images in the book,
is a city street where an old man, a
man in a wheel chair and other
nssorted people scurry in and out
of the frame oblivious to each
other and of the symbol above
them.
The picture is just an insignificant instant in time, yet it gives us a
feeling the people in the frame are
rushinv, in a hurry, but going who
knows? Who cares?
A more blatant image is that of a
nude man sitting on a flag-draped
couch, The photograph is disturbing in the fact that the man has no
legs. What sort of statement is
this- I interpret it in my own way•
you should interpret it in yours.
That is what is nice about this
book. There is no text, no statement from the photographer. The
images are to be viewed for themselves, the book is presented like a
gallery wall: one pictur¢ on the
right hand page, and place and
date on the blank page to the left,
similar to most photographic books
today.

'<il "Glory"
0 Robert D'Aicssnndto
8 Elephant Publishing
·~

><

"

~

Ucvicw by Miguel Gandcrt
~
The flag photographs that make
up Robert D'Alcssandro's Glory is
""f ll look at our nationnl symbol and
'";; the context people have chosen to
~Il interpret it in everyday life.
~
D'Alcssundro chooses a snap
shot aesthetic in pursuing his
vision. The m:uorily of the photo·
graphs arc spontaneous images that
were probably taken in his travels
through the northeast coast of the
United Stutes with u few scattered
imugcs from other purts of the
country, including 12 images from
New Mexico.
Although this book is three ycurs
old, it is interesting to view the
various ways people present our
national symbol. Especially in the
light of the Buy-centennial year,
when advertisers are saturating the
. country with the beloved red, white
and blue,
D'Alcssandro, who was a visiting
professor at UNM in 1973, deals
with the flag and the consciousness
involved wi!h the flng,. much the
way Robert Frank dealt with the
American consciousness of the
1950's in his book Les Americans,
but instead of Frank's recurring
jukeboxes we sec D'Aiessandro's
flag.
Oflcn the flag is the central part
oftl1e image, but other limes in the
bcucr photographs, the less literal
ones, the nag. serves liS a pennant
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The book seems to be saying the
pictures arc for you to look at and
interpret. Jt is a fun book; any
profound feelings are your own.
It's an interesting book in that it
shows the ways a creative photographer deals with the non·
convcnrional way our national
symbol
is
being·
used.· ·
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"Burr"
Gore Vidal
Bantam/$1.95
•
+
•
Review by Mike Gallagher
Aflet fooling around with novels
like Myra Brecklnridge, Gore
Vidal has finally found· a subject
suited for his Haitian needles:
historical fiction.
The historical novel gives Vidal
enough meat to the story and a free
reign to his provocative wit and his
carefully hidden ide<Jiism.
It is only fitting that Vidal, the
man who paid homage to Daniel
Shays, should choose Aaron Burr
as a focal point to examine the
foundations of the United States.
Vidal does not uncover the secret
motivations that led Burr to dream
of the conquest of Mexico, duel
with Alexander Hamilton and
serve as vice president. He only
tries to tell Aaron Burr's side of the
tale .
Historians demean this type of
work as "revisionis~ history,'' but
what do historians know. It was the
historians' failure to examine one
of the most interesting characters in
American history that led Vidal to
this fertile field.
The novel is told through the
eyes of Charles Schuyler, a young
man with literary ambitions, who
works in Burr's law office.
Schuyler is not much more than
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Review by John Rucker
The Bicentennial March album
has been certified as a bona-fide
American Revolution Bicentennial
commemorative record; sports an
attractive red, white, blue and silver cover; features 17 cuts, all of
which have different titles.
But enough of this praise·
• • • don't run out and scoop this
disk up until you read on.
The conception for this album
took place over a period of years,
When composer Ervin Litkei and
Lyricist Andrea Litkei began collaborating on presidential marches.
The idea was to write songs "salut·
ing the men who have held the
torch."
The torchbearers include Harry
Truman, Gerald Ford, "President
Roosevelt" (whether Teddy or
Franklin is not specified) and Richard M. Nixon. A "Salute to the
First Lady March" is even thrown
in for Mrs. Truman, Mrs. Ford,

,~--

.--'
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Plain-Speaking Trumon ANotional Fad

"Plain Speaking''
Merle Miller
Berkley/SUS

• • •
Review By M. Gallagher

Harry Truman had a lot going
for him. This book, an oral
autobiography, is an additon to
the Truman fad which .has
caught up a nation desperate for
a little honesty.
Merle Miller is not the best
writer or reporter, but he lets
Truman carry the book, a job
which Truman was especially
qualified to carry out. He was
the most American. · of.~ esi·

dents, and like most Americans,
Truman had an opinion, interpretation and analysis on everything atid anything.
Truman apparently suffers
the story tellers' malady.. He
exaggerates . his contributions
and plays down some of his
failures. Historians will point
out inconsistencies and some
will decide that Truman was
nothing more than an old bull·
shit artist.
Those of tis who know that
truth is a relative commodity,

Truman's dirt farm wit, his
knowledge of history and his
sense of self, sparkle throughout
this book. It may make Merle
Miller a rich man, but this book
deserves to be read anyway.

especially when talking about
the past, will sit back and enjoy
the book and Harry Truman,
while the others nit-pick for the
sake of historical truth, an ulti·
~~tely .~~11 P.~~spect.

It calls to mind somethings
we have been sorely missing in
politics. since he left in 1953:
personality, real ideas, morals,
solid people and yes, even a
little plain speaking.

Here are a few examples:
-·Douglas MacArthur: "He
struck me as a man there wasn't

anything real about."
··"Any Texan that's damn
fool enough to be put out when
a President of the United States
pays tribute to a bunch of brave
kids, I don't need their sup·
port."

.

.

··Richard Nixon: "There's
only two people I hate and he's
one. He not only doesn't give a
damn about people; he doesn't
know how to tell the truth. I
don't think the son of a bitch
knows the difference between
telling the truth and lying."
tol•_l~

';I
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Schuyler does not succeed, but
he gets a good jaundiced view of
the people who formed the nation,
New York politics, and sex.
Thomas Jefferson and Cltief Justice John Marshall are portrayed
as a couple of ego maniacs with
Jefferson, who begins everything,
but finishes nothing, and Marshall,
out to screw cousin Tommy any
..._
,.,_
way possible.

__

Washington (the general not tfie
city) is pompous, broad in the
beam, incompetent, and paranoid
about the conspiracies to remove
him as general of the Revolutio·
nary army.
Benjamin Franklin is not dealt
with at all in the novel; perhaps
Vidal knew when he had met his
match in wit and irreverence.

designed to work when a·urr explains why he wasn' elected prcsi·
dent when he ran against Thomas
Jefferson. Burr says he simply kept
his word, delivering the college
members to Jefferson's camp as
they had agreed. Jefferson, Burr
says, promised to deliver the Virgi·
nia delegation to Burr. Apparently
Jefferson did not keep his promise,
too busy with his black mistresses
to worry about politics.
Not satisfied with gaining the
presidency at Bur~ expense, J efferson decides to persecute him for
general purposes. Luckily John "Labor to keep alive in your bteast that little spark of celestial fire
Marsltall was the judgc&spit in his
cousin's face and allowed Burr a called conscience."
George Washington
fair trial.
A less accomplished author
would have played Burr as a para·
noid old codger, t'bllllt!r'g around
fermenting revolution like bath-tub
gin.

Vidal ·spares us the salivating
Burr and gives us a dignified, witty
and sad portrait of a man who tried
great things and failed.
The revolution is examined
Burr is a splendid work of writ·
through diary entries dictated by ing and research. However, like
Burr to Schuyler, but the difference Aaron Burr, the novel fails, by
between the people who created taking a hackneyed plot ending,
the country and the people who are which is annoying as it is bad.
running it in Schuyler's time are
Apparently Vidal was looking
the young man's own observations. toward his newest novel, 1876,
We also get an inside look at the which is also narrated by Charles
way the Electoral College was Schuyler,

marching ~·O the Tune of mediocrity
"The Bicentennial March and
Presidential Marches of America"
Andrea and Ervin Litkel
RCAIANL 1·1485

"

a bumbling Woodward and Bern·
stein. He is trying to uncover the
link between Aaron Burr and
"Matty" Van Buren, who was vicepresident at the time.

Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. Nixon.
At the risk of being branded a
pinko-kinko, the record can be
summed up in two words: trite and
boring. When the John F. Kennedy
March ends on a bugle playing
taps, that's trite.
i.itkei cannot be blamed with
trying to capitalize on the Bicentennial/he is a sincere man who
was forced to flee first the Nazis
and then the Communists. His
devotion to this nation cannot be
questioned •
What can be questioned is his
musical talent, or lack thereof. In
the same nation that produced
John Phillip Sousa, there is little
room for second-rate marchma·
sters.
But perhaps that's what has
made America. great/even the
mediocre have found our shores a
land of opportunity. There arc a
number of other totally untalented
individuals who have made their
marks here/Bruce Springsteen and
Jim Morrison in music, a whole
slue of presidents (from Millard
Fillmore to Harry Truman) and the
ASUNM Senate.

Perhaps .the Litkeis can find their
niche among these notables. For
my part, 1~11 take the "Stars and
Stripes Forever" over the "Salute
to Richard M. Nixon" any day:.
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Or in other words, " ...God so loved the world that He gave His

only Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish but
have eternal life." (John 3:'16)
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To promote the belief that tlJCre is a Personal Reality in all .human experience who is able and willing
to give us the power to cope with all frustration •
able arid willing to lead us into our most loving and loved potent·
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Santa Fe: A Tourist Town

Language is Main Obstacle

GreekBrothersAdapt to America

ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series

DIANE WAKOSKI
Author of Motorcye:le Betrayal Poems

April6 Kiva 8:00PM

·Nick said, "Friendship here is
By George Gesner
Transition is important in grow- more material where in Greece it
ing up in America for young inco- was of a spirituaJ·and natural b11sis.
The American women are freer
ming foreigners,
The task of changing one's life about sex and that took some adjustyle to the unfamiliar pace of sting to as well,"
In a lighter moment Demo said,
American life can be difficult and
"My
social life has changed
embarrassing.
With Greek bouzouki mus1c 10 because I was too young to d,ate in
the background, University stu- Greece, now I do, frequently."
Comparing schools in the two
dents . Nick and Demosthenes
(Demo) Klonis were interviewed in countries, the brothers said schools
their two-room apartment. The in Greece are much harder than
brothers moved from Greece to the schools in the states. "Schools
Santa Fe in 1970 and now attend in the U.S. are peanuts until you
UNM where Demo is a senior in reach the university level," Demo
pre-med while .N!ck is a senior in said.
Language seemed to be the main
physical educallon.
The move to the U.S. hasn't obstacle to an easy transition for
changed family life within their the brothers. Nick cited his conhome in Santa Fe, but they n,oted a flicts in learning English saying, "It
felt like a different world, like
difference in social life.
death when you don't understand
English. You can't hear people,
you can't speak. It is difficult to
accustom yourself to the variety of
cultures here. I was involved in fist
lights in high schools due to misunderstandings,
culturally
and
language-wise."
Fine Furniture
Demo .said, "Learning English
Collectibles
was not easy. It felt like a mountain
on top of me. People made furi of

Business

3500 Central S.E.

me which led to embarrassing moments. I was surprised that America, a land of civilized people, could
not accept people who didn't speak
their language. These were my i~
pressions in high school where hfe
was very difficult."
A difference of opinions focused
on the question of life styles and
how they have changed,
Nick said he felt his life style had
not changed since his friends here.
are also from Greece and they all
have the same, strong basic ideas.
Demo countered, saying, "My life
style has definitely changed. For
one thing, I dress differently. I've
adapted to the American environment, especially the social life
which is so quick paced. I've also
learned not to trust people to a
degree."
. _
In discussing their futures, Nick
said, "Life is too small to stay in
one place, plus life here is too
routine. Every day feels the same
and I can't feel the change. I'm
hoping to go to England to pursue
a career in soccer."Demo said, "I'm going back to
Greece to attend medical school
there. I plan to join the Peace
Corps after med school."

Albuq, New Mexico, 87106

(505) 266-8414

Dissent Is Not_Dirty

ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents
Gordon lnkeles

•

(Conlinucd from 1•agoll

Now I offer as a footnote to the' history of that period, the .observation
that Ai Smith in the bathtub was· not as impressive as was Governor
Alfred E. Smith at the political podium. And I _learned the~ what later
experience confirmed, that man unadorned IS often frail, and _the
substance even of politicians and statesmen, under close scrutmy,
frequently offers less than meets the eye.

Sun1mer co(Jrdlnator position: for application

and info r:onlncl CUnt~al Jt!ducntion Prc;~gram, 271
G409, or rm 184, liNM Mcd School.

4

lt i!l.iirlperaUve tho.t.all present and prospective
members or Studenl H«!allh Doard contact Mike
Benavidezat Student Gov. orriCe~ 277·5528.

Kappa Omicron l,hi

)

s~hol.arship

applications

now avallnbie in Flnnnciai.AtdsOffiec. Mesr1 Vista.
Rct.urn to rm 110, College of Ed. by April
19...mus~ hove wor~cdon lrullcakcs.

Problems with Student. Heiilth lnsuraru:c
claims? Contacl OllOA, 248, SliB or 277-5605,

DO YOU NEED
CASH?

Mountain Club ·climbing .school this weekend.
April 34 .. Leaving from the Lobo· statue, south
side or Johnson Gym. 8 .a.m. Saturday. Anot~cr
school planned ror next. weekend. Aprill0·11.

Earn ·$1 0 a week

):

donate twice weekly

BLOOD

'PLASMA

On The Art Of Sensual

MASSAGE

"

Tuesday-Soturday

PROGRAM

DOCTOR IN

In~roduction and screening of MASSAGE. (48 minut~s, This film has. been selcc~cd by CINE, Wouncil on lnterna~ion
Nontheatrie Events), a United on !ntcrn:ttlonnl Nonthcnlru: Events}, a Un1led Slat('s Govcrnm~nt f1hn agency, to represent
the United States· in international film festivals.

RESIDENCE

* A question and answer l'eduret and discussion period.
* A simple massage demonstra.lion and body philosop'by

842-6991

1

t.11_~· Gordon tnnkeles will d~m!On~lrate_ basic tcchniqu.es rot the
head, hnndsi and feet and will deal with specific problems like· headache cures, muscle fabguc, and nervous tension;

ALBUQUERQUE
.

(Continued from page 2)

he tells it-only he is the one who
gets arrested in his version.
The rest of the stories my greatgrandfather told that day are less
clear to me now. Most, however,
involved the supernatural. There
were the ghosts who made donkeys
turn white. There was the traveling
preacher who could make a table
jump into the air and rattle. The
preacher never would teach the
trick to anybody--it was the devil's
work and only a man of the Lord
could handle it.
My great-grandfather swore he
saw a table jump. And I believed
him. I believe I didn't sleep that

Free, patrolled, bike parkingloi behind Carlisle
Gym. Lot Is guarded 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays
throW!h Fridays.

Free Daytime
Activities
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continue muttering t)r pick up
some of the money being spread
around.
Santa Fe is now growing bigger
and bigger t~nd the .choice is offered everyday.
Somehow though, thinking back
to over 150 years, 1 have a vision of
a, wagon train of lean settlers pulling up on the old dirt road which
used to be around the Santa Fe
Plaza. 0 ne grizzly farmer gets out
of the wagon and asks one of the
citizens standing around, "Can y'all
tell. me where the Santa Fe Plaza
js-..

Bunting Blues
{Continued from page) 11 J

did a tribute to the Nation's
birthday. It was a good show, especially for a football game.
The show ended and I looked
out the window. Some followers of
my brother's dreaded, threefingered oath, aid':d with a shopping cart full of pamt and brushes,
were changing the hydrant across
the street into the colors of the
celebration. It happened so quick
and with no protest from the local
dogs. The neighborhood could
celebrate in style.
Free Spirit-·More than happy to
leave the East, I returned to Albu·
querque with the flu. I l1oped to
leave the novel items behind.
Driving home from the ai~~ort a
local car dealer was adverllsmg a
contest on a radio station. The
winner of the contest would receive
a bicentennial version of a Buick
Century.
· I lost.

... and Roosevelt

The Office or Research and Consumer· A£ra1rs
needs legitimate complaints about.. area merchants
and landlordS befare we can aet. Come by rm 248*
SUB or<aU 277-5605, Mon-Fri, h.m. to 5p.m.

•

Monday, April 5, 1976 at 8:00 P.M. In the SUB Ballroom
Tickets at the Door; $.50 Students - $100 General Public

relaxation of the outback were not
high moccllsins. The .slacks were
content to live in Santa Fe but had
tucked inside the moccasins.
to duplicate a little of their home.
·-A friend of mine w11s on his
Most of the people in Santa Fe
way back from the Public Library
have never gqne to the Santa Fe
and decided to cut across the Plaza
Opera. Like the rest of the tourist
to get there. He was steppe~ by a
trade, it was a source of summer
rather .large woman weanng a
employment. II was an imported
Hawaiian mu-mu and a squash
product.
blossom necklace with turquoise
A lot of Santa Fe's younger
'nuggets the size of walnuts. She
population attend the Santa Fe
asked him, "Can y'all tell me
Fiesta. Most of the older populawhere the Santa Fe Plaza is-" His
tion have shunned it because of the
response was, "Lady you are in it."
crowds. It's not like the "old days''
She told him that this couldn't
when you went to the Plaza during
possibly be it. My friend smiled
the Fiesta with your parents and
and said, "Oh, you want the old
saw all your relatives there. There
Pla<!:a." He then proceeded to give
were even grandparents out in the
her directions to the town of street dance.
Pojoaque about 20 miles away.
My last memory of the street
It was a cruel thing to do to this dnnce was crowds of hippies down
woman but we all understood how
from the communes dancing wildly
protective of our town we were. As
in circles and knocking everyone
part of your instinct you would
down. People· my age that I knew
clench your teeth when you had to spent time on the ou.tskirts of the
deal with or even just look at the dancing group muttering and wanttourists. It didn't change that much
ing to chase the group out of the
either when a lot of the stereotype Plaza. The people I remembered
tourists were replaced by the hippie weren't dancing. but, the people my
movement. The hippie artists (dur- age weren't the same either.
ing the height of the movement,
It w.as then the thought struck
every hippy in Santa Fe claimed to me that where I was growing up
be one kind of artist or another) . had changed. What had been fun
proceeded to copy the local art and in mocking the tourists was now a
just like the other tourists wanted simmering emotion of invasion and
to "saturate themselves in the local foreign occupation.
culture."
Growing up in Santa Fe under
The biggest unspoken fccli_ng of the pressure of tourism and conthe citizenry was that every clink of stant visitors brought the feeling
the camera shutter or duplication from that of kidding around to
of the native art stole a little bit of facing a threat.. Some of my friends
the town's soul.
still mutter and some of the others
Those out-of-state recluses who have opened tourist s.hops of their
for one reason or another escaped own and joined the Chamber of
from their original homes to the Commerce. The choice became to

Food Day activities, April 8. Call 271·2738. _

DONOR CENTER
8 am to 5 pm

lnnkeies' best selling book TilE ART OF SENSUAL MASSAGE, has nitlf With tremendous response, especially In college comm·
unHies. Recent!'( Goddom rnkeles created o warm lttm catted MASSAGE thai has won awards of Jour _lnlernatlonol 111m lestiVols.
TM film forms lM r1rst pori or a three hour lecture demonstration on massage !hal has fascinated college audiences an over the
country. The lecture demonstration lnlroduces lhe student to lha art or. massage; the art or relaxation, drugless therapy, and peace.

*

Plan to participate in Food \Vcck, and campus

(Continued from page 2)
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Independent for VICE PRESIDENT
DOROTHY DAVIDSON
Vote April 7
Paid for

Valerie Oon:~;q!es,.Treas.

FREE DAYTIME ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
FREE VIDEO TAPES

Skill, Brains& Guts
A Biography ofMuhammadAli
Plus

Gene Autry =I= 11
Sponsored by ASUNM and Student Activities
continuous sh~wlngs lOam to 3pm

SUB Ballroom Lobby

Elect Duffy Ingrasia
For

ASUNM President
and
Les Steiner

.,

for

Vice President
c UN

b

Bean Bag Village
Quality Bean Bag Furniture

night on the cot. I believe I was too
excited, too afraid of the strange
things that might happen in this
foreign land of Kentucky.
Thinking back on the visit today,
I see in it the essence of any true
celebration of Bicentennial Ameri·
ca. Forget the hype this year will
bring. Forget the false patriotism
and those who would make you
believe Benjamin franklin used to
write PR forGulfOil.
But whatever you do, don't forget your past. If someone tries to
make you forget, just remember
my great-grandfather. Grab the
nearest chicken.

Send A.S.U.N.M.
A Message
Your Message

Couch~

Lotniges
Love Seats
Discs • Chairs

Refills
'Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Quarantee
JO$ off..,,,. title ad

7401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299·1295

••1 only regreL that I flave but one Ufe to Jose Jot
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